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We introduce selection rules arizing from ux{tube dynamics with non{relativistic
and adiabatic quark motion. Specically, we indicate how states can disguise
themselves by not decaying to S{wave states.|               q(x)..q(x)      
|    B                   rB              y     y⊥          rC             C
|     Q(r).      rA                .Q(r)
|             A
Mesons can be regarded as Q

Q systems con-
nected by a ux{tube. As a rst orienta-
tion we conceptually seperate the dynam-
ics of the \quark" and \ux" components
of the system. This is called the adiabatic-
ity assumption, and is valid for large quark
masses. As the quarks move, the ux{tube
is considered to re-assemble itself sponta-
neously. Hybrids are Q

Q systems with an
excited ux{tube. The ux{tube can pos-
sess angular momentum
H
around the Q

Q{
axis r
H
, which is conserved as the ux{tube
j r
H
Hi must a priori be invariant under ro-
tations around the Q

Q{axis. The quarks
move adiabatically in an eective potential generated by the ux{tube dynam-
ics, and hence obey a Schrodinger equation which determines the dependence
on Q

Q seperation of the wave function  
H
(r
H
) of the system. The above ideas
for mesons and hybrids have been implemented in lattice gauge theory
1
and in
simulations thereof
2
.
We proceed to discuss the decay dynamics of states with adiabatically and
non{relativistically
1
moving quarks. The term \states" refers to both mesons
and hybrids. We assume that a qq pair is created with quark mass m at
position y with spin S
qq
= 1, orbital angular momentum L
qq
= 1 and total
angular momentum J
qq
= 0 (see Figure for the decay topology). The decay
process is called \
3
P
0
pair creation". Its pre{eminence as a decay model for
mesons is based on its surprising phenomenological success
3
especially for light
mesons
2
, in contrast to
3
S
1
pair creation for example. We adopt it.
Given the success of
3
P
0
pair creation for meson decays to mesons, we
extrapolate this mechanism to all states. We shall develop selection rules valid
for arbitrary wave functions. By the conservation of spin (since the decay
operator creates a S
qq
= 1 pair) we rstly obtain the following selection rule :
1
Decays of net spin S = 0 states to two S = 0 states are forbidden.
The
3
P
0
pair creation amplitude can be shown
2;4
to be proportional to
Z
d
3
r
A
d
3
y 
A
(r
A
) exp(i
M
m +M
p
B
 r
A
) (r
A
;y)
 (ir
r
B
+ ir
r
C
+
2m
m+M
p
B
)  
B

(r
B
)  
C

(r
C
) (1)
for a stationary state A with quarks of massM decaying to the outgoing states
B and C. The quark and ux degrees of freedom are seperated adiabatically.
The initial ux{tube would have to re{assemble into the two ux{tubes of the
nal states. This has a certain re{arrangement amplitude, which we call the
ux{tube overlap (r
A
;y).
The pair creation position y can be decomposed into the transverse \com-
ponent" y
?
  (y 
^
r
A
) 
^
r
A
and the parallel \component" y
k
 (y 
^
r
A
)
^
r
A
(with magnitude y
k
 y 
^
r
A
). Dening  as the angle around the Q

Q{axis, we
introduce a result related to the conservation of angular momentum around
the Q

Q{axis.
Theorem 1 The most general form of the ux{tube overlap in the limit where
the pair creation is near to the initial Q

Q{axis is
(r
A
;y) = e
i
f(r
A
;y
2
?
; y
k
) where   
A
  
B
  
C
(2)
Proof The full decay conguration can be described
2
by the six variables
r
A
;y. By rotational invariance the overlap (r
A
;y) cannot depend on the
direction
^
r
A
of the Q

Q{axis. This leaves the dependence to be on the four
variables r
A
;y
2
?
;  and y
k
. We can reveal the {dependence by considering a
rotation R of an initial pair creation position y corresponding to  = 0 by an
angle  around the Q

Q{axis. Denoting the eect of pair creation by
^
O
(r
A
;Ry)  hr
B
B r
C
C j
^
O(Ry) j r
A
Ai
= hr
B
B r
C
C j R
+
^
O(y)R j r
A
Ai = hRr
B
B Rr
C
C j
^
O(y) j Rr
A
Ai (3)
giving the desired result since R jr
H
Hi = exp(i
H
) jr
H
Hi, where H 2
fA;B;Cg. 2
We note that when the y{integral in Eq. 1 is performed the {dependence
exp i in the ux{tube overlap must be matched by a factor exp i arising
from the y{dependent part of the decay amplitude which only contributes when
 =  using
R
2
0
d e
 i
e
i
= 2

2
Theorem 2 For pair creation near the initial Q

Q{axis, decay is forbidden for
(1) j
A
j  2 state ! two S{wave states; (2) j
A
j = 1 state ! two identical
S{wave states, if (r
A
;y) is even under y
k
!  y
k
; (3) j
A
j = 0 state ! two
identical S{wave states, if (r
A
;y) is odd under y
k
!  y
k
.
Proof Because  
H
(r
H
), H 2 fB;Cg, is an S{wave wave function it only
depends on r
H
2
, i.e.  
H
(r
H
) 
~
 
H
(r
2
H
), and hence in the last line in Eq. 1
on the {independent variable r
H
2
= r
2
A
=4  r
A
:y + y
2
when we substitute
2
r
B
= r
A
=2 + y, r
C
= r
A
=2  y. The non{derivative term in Eq. 1 has  = 0
due to its {independence. Moreover, the derivative terms in the last line of
Eq. 1 equals
2i
n
(
r
A
2
+ y) r
r
B
2
~
 

B
(r
2
B
)
~
 

C
(r
2
C
) + (
r
A
2
  y)
~
 

B
(r
2
B
) r
r
C
2
~
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C
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2
C
)
o
(4)
by the chain rule. In the above  =  1; 0; 1 because r
r
B
2
~
 

(r
2
B
)
~
 

C
(r
2
C
)
and
~
 

B
(r
2
B
) r
r
C
2
~
 

(r
2
C
) are {independent. So clearly if jj  2 there is no
contribution, establishing the rst result. For the remaining results dene the
common wave function    
B
=  
C
. The last line of Eq. 1 equals
(2ir
r
A
+
2m
m +M
p
B
)  

(
r
A
2
+ y) 

(
r
A
2
  y) (5)
If jj = 1 Eq. 2 implies that (r
A
;y) is odd under y
?
!  y
?
, and by
assumption it is even under y
k
!  y
k
, so that it is odd under exchange of
y !  y. Analogously, if jj = 0, (r
A
;y) is even under y
?
!  y
?
, and
by assumption odd under y
k
!  y
k
, so that it is odd under y !  y. It is
sucient to show that Eq. 5 is even under y ! y. But this is manifest since
the derivative term in Eq. 5 is independent of y and  

(
r
A
2
+ y)  

(
r
A
2
  y)
is symmetric under y! y. 2
We expect (partial) breaking of the above rule when the outgoing states do
not have identical wave functions, making the decay amplitude proportional
to the \dierence of the nal state wave functions". Theorem 2 also has the
consequence that modes not suppressed by this rule might in the absence of
arguments to the contrary be considered potentially signicant.
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